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Mount Floien
Mount Floien is one of Norway’s most visited 
attractions. The funiculars “Rødhette” and “Blåmann” 
takes you to the mountain top in just a few minutes!
Open: 07:30-23:00. Ticket office open between
08:30-19:00, or buy tickets on the Fløibanen app 
anytime. Price: 160,- NOK roundtrip, 85,- NOK one way.

Bergen Segway by night, Bontelabo
The tour begins by the cruise terminal at Bontelabo 2. 
Learn the basic skills of segway before embarking on a 
trip through Bergen city center. You will climb Mount 
Floien and go to the top 320m (1050ft) above sea 
level. There you will see the city lights from Bergen’s 
top floor.
Price: 995,- NOK Duration: 2 hours from 20:00 
Booking: www.bergensegway.no

The Museum Garden, Muséplassen

or by phone: +4790134528

The Last Viking is a location-based game where you
use the GPS on your mobile device to find various
tasks and puzzles that need to be solved. This takes
place in the historical area in and around Bryggen in
Bergen. Within one hour, you must solve as many

mathias@bergenbasecamp.no

tasks as possible and find the exit using a word.
Price: 350,- NOK. Booking through
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Mary Lattimore concert, Kulturhuset
Mary Lattimore conjures up dreamy, loop-based music on 
her 47-string Lyon & Healy concert harp. Her songs start 
gently and softly and develops into a more warped sound 
in a light, flowing sonic maelstrom. Starts: 21:00. Price: 
310,- NOK Tickets must be bought in advance:
www.fib.no
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